Blockchain technology, as a decentralized and non-hierarchical platform, has the potential to replace centralized systems. Yet, there are several challenges inherent in the blockchain structure. One of the deficiencies of the existing blockchains is a convenient information propagation technique enhancing incentive-compatibility and bandwidth efficiency. The transition from a centralized system into distributed one brings along game theoretical concerns. Especially for the permissionless blockchains, information propagation should be incentive-compatible just like any other communication or computational costly operation. Another important issue is that information is relayed via gossip-like protocols causing excessive bandwidth usage. Each information is propagated at least twice: first to advertise its existence, second to announce that it is final and validated, i.e., added to the block.
Introduction
After acknowledgment of Bitcoin [1] as a digital cryptocurrency, blockchain has become a trending subject to not only the research community but also the industrial society because of the enormous application area. The blockchain can be defined as a decentralized immutable public ledger which is updated and secured in a distributed structure among the untrusted parties. This ledger consists of ordered blocks, which may be composed of transactions like in Bitcoin or smart contracts as in Ethereum [2] .
There are variety of blockchain types trying to achieve decentralization and immutability in different settings. Main distinguishing characteristics are the access structure and the consensus protocol. Regarding the authorization, there are two types of blockchains: permissionless where anyone can join and contribute to the chain, and permissioned which requires an authorization to join the network. Consensus protocols are used to validate the ledger and to maintain consistency in the ledgers stored individually. In general, consensus on a chain can be achieved by either a consortium (e.g. Byzantine agreement [3] ) among (subset of) all participants or the implicit validation of the legitimate blocks (e.g. Bitcoin). In any case, all information is advertised to the round leader(s), whose identity may not be available, after the validation it is included to the block and broadcast.
Authorization of the blockchain influences the other components of the blockchain as well. Since permissionless blockchains consist of anonymous or pseudonymous users, they require Sybil-proof consensus protocol and incentivecompatible participation [4] . First, in order to prevent Sybil attacks, participation or validation in a permissionless blockchain should require proof-ofsomething that cannot be fabricated like mining work [1] , possession of stake [5] or storage of data [6] . Second, participation in each process of the system should be complied with the rational behavior. There should be an incentive for each non-free operation requiring communication or computational cost.
Rationalism. There is no surprise that transition from centralized system into distributed one brings along game theoretical concerns [7] . Indeed, rational behavior of the users have been observed in peer-to-peer networks [8, 9, 10] . Importance of the game theoretical analysis in blockchain technology is already demonstrated by the selfish mining attack [11] . In the long term, altruistic behavior is not sustainable for the permissionless blockchains, especially for cryptocurrencies [12, 13] . Existing blockchains, including Bitcoin and Ethereum, reward only the one who validate the transactions, not the ones who propagate them. Yet, the incentive for the propagation of these transactions is altruistically fulfilled [14] . Especially for the permissionless blockchains, information propagation should be incentive-compatible just like any other non-free operation.
Existing applications. The aforementioned problem seems to be underrated and mostly ignored since the most successful permissionless blockchain applications work without any direct incentive to propagate. If we continue with the Bitcoin example, there are two consecutive reasons for that: altruism, and centralized mining. Bitcoin is evolved from altruistic participation into centralized mining pools. Early adopters were enthusiastic and contributed to information propagation regardless of the utility [14, 15] . At the moment, conversely, the environment turned into rational but centralized system where only a few number of pools control the network [13, 16, 17] . For now, a client needs to reach a node of the pool, instead of the all miners in that pool, then internal propagation is controlled by the pool. Consequently, the existing applications do not exhibit purely decentralized blockchain properties and do not conflict with the necessity of the incentive.
Incentive of the propagation is also relevant with the bounty on the transaction, namely transaction fee. Block rewards for the valid block generations do not encourage to validate the transactions with zero transaction fees [12] . Transaction fees encourage the participants to validate and add them to the block. Knowledge of a transaction is as precious as its transaction fee. The more it is known by the network, the less probability that a specific node has a chance to profit by its fee. For that reason, a rational participant has an incentive not to share the incoming transaction knowledge with the rest of the network. Contradictorily, the more a client pays for a transaction fee, the less rational nodes are willing to propagate, thereby the later it will be on the blockchain. The same problem holds for all permissionless blockchains supposed to work in a rational participation assumption.
Lack of incentive in information propagation in the peer-to-peer networks has been studied in the last decades [18, 19, 20, 21] . The proposed solutions are not applicable for the permissionless blockchains. In peer-to-peer solutions, participants are asked to provide a specific datum like the position of a peer or the answer of a query. In blockchains, it is requested to validate the transactions and place them into a valid block. In the latter case, participants can always compete for the reward without propagating, whereas in the former one, peers who have the datum do not need to propagate anymore and the others must propagate to have a chance. Recently, blockchain oriented propagation mechanisms have been proposed [22, 23] . Babaioff et al. [22] presented the lack of incentive to propagate transactions in the Bitcoin, and they provided a solution for the d-ary directed tree networks. In [23] , the authors investigate the propagation of not only the transaction but also the block itself.
Routing. Another missing part regarding the propagation is the ineffective routing of the information from a provider to a validator. In a centralized system, propagation can be handled very efficiently by a predefined routing mechanism because location of the server is known and stable. For instance, in a network with millions of participants, direct routing would reduce the cost from order of millions to order of tens. This comes from the small world phenomenon [24] , which states that the distance between any two nodes is extremely small regarding the network size. The dynamic structure of blockchain prevents from having stationary efficient information propagation routes.
It is reasonable and necessary to broadcast all validated information through the network since the public ledger is stored and validated by all contributing parties. In the existing blockchains, there is additional broadcasting of the information before being validated. At first, every information is propagated throughout the network, then one party or a consortium validates it and after validation it is again propagated within the block. Even more redundancy is caused by the flooding of each information because a node will receive the same information from different neighboring nodes. This additional cost is already reduced by sending information hash to check whether the neighbor has it or not. If the size of the information is relative to hash, then the cost of a broadcasting would be significantly more than double of the network size.
For some protocols like Nakamoto consensus [1] , the redundancy is inevitable because of the unpredictability of the block owner (round leader) who will create the new block. This is caused by the fact that the block owner is simultaneously validated with his proposed block. Nevertheless, there have been recent proposals where the legitimate block owner can be validated before the block is proposed [23, 25, 26, 27, 28] , which we call first-leader-then-block consensus protocols. In a first-leader-then-block structure, it is possible to overcome redundant communication cost by routing information from a client to the round leader.
Related Work
The lack of information propagation incentive in a peer-to-peer network has been known and studied in different settings [18, 19, 20, 21] . Kelinberg and Raghavan [20] proposed an incentive scheme for the answer to a query in a tree network model. Li et al. [21] focused on the peer discovery in a homogeneous network where each peer has the same probability to be a provider. Both systems try to locate a node (or a set of nodes) in the network, which has two main differences from the blockchain information propagation: participants do not compete against the ones who forwarded the message to them and participants cannot make up an answer for a query or location of a peer, i.e., either they have the right answer or not. Whereas in blockchain, every node is a leader candidate who can find the valid block which corresponds to the answer to a query.
In [18, 19] , the authors analyzed the incentive problem for multi-level marketing which rewards referrals if their advertisement produces a purchase. In these marketing models, the reward is shared among all participants in the tree including the propagation path. Conversely, in our model, and [22, 23] which are focused on blockchain, it is shared between only the ones in the propagation path which is the direct path between the client and the leader. Besides all, an important difference between message propagation in blockchain and the other peer-to-peer systems is that a blockchain participant has an incentive not to propagate the message whereas others do not since they cannot generate the required information by themselves.
In [22] , Babaioff et al. uncovered the incentive problem in the Bitcoin system where a rational miner has no incentive to propagate a transaction. They focused on a specific type of network, namely regular d-ary directed tree with a height H, and assumed that participants have the same processing power.
In this setting, they presented an incentive scheme and proved that it is also Sybil-proof. Abraham et al. recently proposed a consensus mechanism, Solidus, offering an incentive to propagate transactions and validated blocks (puzzles) [23] . In their proposal, the amount of processing fee passed to the next node is determined by the sender. Both works adopted signature chaining mechanisms to prevent any manipulation over the path and thereby secure shares of each contributors. Regarding the game theoretical analysis, former one [22] assumes tree structure which eliminates competition for the common neighbors, whereas the latter one [23] analyzes only the case of competitions between nodes for shared neighbors.
To the best of our knowledge, there is no existing work on a direct routing mechanism for dynamic blockchain networks. Nonetheless, Li et al. [21] presented a distributed routing scheme having the same structure as our solution. The main difference is that they focused on one-to-one routing which is dedicated to a single target, whereas we do one-to-all, which connects the complete network to the round leader. In addition, unlike [21] , we insert alternative routes as a precaution and analyze the failure probability of these temporary routes caused from momently failing nodes.
Our Contributions
In this work, we investigate two information propagation related problems of blockchains: incentive and bandwidth efficiency. We present a generic incentive mechanism for information propagation, a routing mechanism compatible with first-leader-then-block consensus protocols and finally we combine them together in an efficient way.
Firstly, we formulate the ideal incentive function allocating the reward among the propagating participants for generic network model. In this manner, we obtain the following results:
• Impossibility: In 1-connected networks, it is not possible to design Sybilproof fee sharing function which allocates the fee among all the contributors.
• Equity: Propagation decision of a node is independent from the neighbors' capacities. A rational node would propagate to either all of its neighbors or none of them.
• Rationality: Each rational node having probability less than C for being the round leader (among the ones having the transaction) will propagate the transaction given the following formula:
where F is the total processing fee of the transaction, k is the length of the propagation path from a client to the round leader, and f Secondly, we present a routing mechanism which reduces the communication cost of the information propagation from the size of the network to the scale of average shortest path length. It corresponds to a logarithmic scale of the network size for the random network models. This mechanism is compatible with all blockchains where the round leader can be verified before the block is announced. In addition, we analyze the failure probabilities of a transaction to reach the round leader in the presence of the node who may fail or censor.
Finally, we present an effective message propagation protocol which combines our incentive and routing mechanisms in a storage-efficient way.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Our blockchain model and notations are defined in Section 2. Section 3 formulates requirements of the incentive problem and computes the generic solution. Smart routing mechanism is presented in Section 4 and combined with incentive mechanism in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper.
Our Blockchain Model and Notations
In this section, we present general characteristics of our blockchain model and our notation. To keep it simple and consistent, in the rest of the paper, we will use the term transaction propagation, yet it can be replaced with any kind of information propagation.
Access structure. There are two types of blockchains: permissionless (public) and permissioned. In permissionless blockchain, anyone can join to the network and contribute without an authorization. Permissioned blockchain, conversely, has an authority deciding who can contribute to the ledger. Our work does not have a requirement in this manner, and we focus on the generic case: permissionless blockchain.
Participants. Since it is a permissionless blockchain, anyone can participate and contribute to the ledger directly. Moreover, there is no discrimination between participants, i.e., they all have abilities to prepare a transaction as a client and to propose a block as a round leader. For identification, each participant has a public and private key pair, and can be validated by his public key.
Network. It is a peer-to-peer network and each participant is matched with a node.
Consensus and leader election. Incentive mechanism defined in Section 3 works regardless of the consensus structure. Whereas, the routing mechanism requires special treatment, which we called first-leader-then-block consensus protocols. First-leader-then-block (FLTB ) protocols can be defined as the consensus model where the round leader is validated before he proposes the block. Any leader election mechanism which is independent of the non-validated transactions can be converted into FLTB type. Examples of the FLTB -based blockchains are Bitcoin-NG [27] and several PoS-based ones [23, 25, 26, 28] .
The rest of the definitions and notations are listed below:
• Node: A participant of the blockchain in the network. We may use the terms node and participant interchangeably.
• Neighboring: Direct connection in the network, adjacency in graph.
• Client: The source or the sender of a transaction. Client of a transaction T , denoted by c T .
• Round Leader : The legitimate participant responsible to construct the block.
• Intermediary Node: A node on the transmission path between the round leader and a client.
• L r : The leader credential which validates the round leader for round r and can be verified by all nodes in the network. For example, it could be a special hash value in a Proof-of-work (PoW) protocol or the proof of possessing the chosen coin in a Proof-of-Stake (PoS) consensus. In general, regardless of the consensus mechanism, credentials are linked to the public key of the leader, and can be verified by a corresponding signature.
• π(n i ): The probability of node n i being the round leader, also referred as the capacity of node n i . It corresponds to the mining power in PoW or the stake size in PoS protocols and is assumed to be greater than zero for every node in the network. π(S) corresponds to the total probability of the all nodes in set S.
• N T K : The set of nodes who know (have) the transaction T . N n,T K presents the set from the point of view of node n (including n itself).
• N T N K : The set of nodes who do not know (have) transaction T yet. N n,T N K denotes the set from the point of view of node n and includes only the neighbors of n.
Incentive Mechanism
In a permissionless setting, incentive-compatibility and rational behavior have been already observed [4] and studied in information propagation manner [22, 23] . Conventional incentive instrument, namely transaction fee, almost always refers to the reward of the round leader. Here, we describe processing fee which consists of the reward to propagate and to validate transactions. Thereby, rational participants are encouraged to not only validate transactions but also propagate them. How to determine the fee is out of the scope of this paper but we assume that each processing fee is predefined by either the client or a known function. We focus on how to automatically allocate the fee among all the contributors of the process.
Fee sharing function. The fee sharing function allocates the processing fee of a transaction among the propagating nodes and the round leader. Suppose that k nodes are involved in the processing of a transaction with processing fee F , where k − 1 of the nodes are in the direct path between the client and the round leader. f k [i] denotes the share of i th node in the propagation path, f
is the share of the round leader which corresponds to the conventional transaction fee, and
In the rest of the section, we formulate the necessities of the fee sharing function used to share an arbitrary transaction T with a fee F among propagating participants and the round leader. An ideal incentive function should satisfy the following properties:
1. Sybil-proofness: An intermediary node as well as the round leader should not benefit from introducing Sybil nodes to the network.
Game theoretically soundness:
A transaction should not be kept among a subset of the network. There should be adequate incentive for rational nodes willing to propagate, thence it will eventually reach to the whole network.
By formulating these conditions, we achieve the following theorem (where C is a constant which can be chosen according to the network connectivity): Theorem 1. In a 2-or more connected blockchain network, each rational node n ∈ N T K with π(n) < C · π(N n,T K ) propagates message T without introducing Sybil nodes, if the processing fee F is shared by the following method:
Proof of the theorem is divided into the following sections. The requirements are formulated in Sections 3.1 and 3.2, and the fee sharing function satisfying them is computed in Section 3.3.
Sybil-Proofness
Here, we use the same definition of Sybil nodes in [22] : fake identities sharing the same neighbors with the original node that do not increase connectivity of the network. Because of the Sybil-proof consensus algorithm, Sybil nodes do not increase the capacity of their owner, i.e., the probability of being the round leader.
We investigate the problem in two different settings: 1-connected networks and the rest. k-connected network means that removal of any k − 1 nodes does not disconnect the network. In 1-connected networks, there exist a bridge which is the only connection between two distinct subnetworks. Though 1-connected network model seems to be unrealistic topology for permissionless blockchains, it is important to see the intuition behind the non-competition effect.
1-connected networks. In 1-connected networks, there are critical nodes which have special positions in the propagation paths between some node pairs.
A critical node for a node pair appears in all possible paths between these two nodes. The following lemma shows that non-competing advantage of critical nodes makes it impossible to have a Sybil-proof incentive mechanism for 1-connected networks.
Lemma 2 (Impossibility Lemma). In order to deviate nodes from introducing Sybil nodes in 1-connected networks, processing fee should be shared between the first propagating node and the round leader.
Proof. Assume that, because of 1-connectedness of the network, a node n may have a critical position for a transaction T , meaning that it is certain he will be included in the propagation path of that transaction.
Figure 1: The fee sharing before and after a Sybil node n i added by the node n i
Now, we investigate the share of a node n i with and without a Sybil node. As given in Figure 1 , n i is the i th node in the propagation path and his corresponding fee shares are f
should be greater than or equal to f
. Since the position of node would change for different transactions and rounds, the condition should hold for all positions:
Therefore, there will not be any incentive for the rest to propagate T which contradicts with rational behavior.
Eclipse and partitioning. Note that this monopolized behavior is similar to the eclipse and partitioning attacks where the adversary separates the network into two distinct group and controls all the connections between them [29, 30] . Indeed, Lemma 2 can be generalized to the case where the adversary is able to control all the outgoing connections of a client. In that case, there is no way to deviate the adversary from creating Sybil nodes for that specific transaction. We assume that client nodes are able to defend against the eclipse attacks using the countermeasures defined in [29] .
2-or more connected network. In a 2-connected network, there are multiple paths between any two nodes, including the client and the round leader. Therefore, we can immediately focus on the multiple paths case where there are competing paths for the same transaction and the round leader includes one of them to the block. As there are multiple paths/options, nodes can be demotivated from introducing Sybil nodes by following conditions:
• Intermediary nodes: If share of the round leader decreases as the propagation path length increases, then he will choose the shortest path for each transaction. In that case, introducing Sybil nodes will decrease his chance to be included in the block. Therefore, providing larger gain to the leader for choosing the shortest path is sufficient and can be formulated as f
• Round leader : In some cases, round leader is determined before the block is created or even several rounds earlier [25, 26, 27] . Since the round leader is guaranteed to be in the propagation path, it is needed to be taken into account separately. In the case of s Sybil nodes, his share will change from f > 0), Sybil proofness condition can be formulated as:
Game Theoretically Soundness
The decision of the propagation of a transaction can be analyzed as a simultaneous move game where each party takes action without knowing strategies of the others. All players (nodes in our case) are assumed to be rational and they decide their actions deducing that the others will also act rationally. Some nodes may cooperate with each other. We assume that colluding neighboring nodes already share everything with each other and take actions as one. In other words, they act like a single combined node in the network which can be seen as Sybil nodes. Here, we investigate the sharing (propagating) decision by comparing the change in the expected rewards for a transaction T . At the beginning, each transaction is shared with some nodes, at least with the neighbors of the client. We will find the required condition to propagate through the whole network. We first investigate the propagation decision by comparing the change in the expected rewards immediately after the action. Then, we extend our analysis with a permanence condition which guarantees that the ones who propagate will not suffer from any future actions.
We show that sharing decision of a node is independent from the probability of his neighboring nodes being the round leader. Instead, it depends on his own probability against the rest who knows the transaction.
Lemma 3 (Equity Lemma). Propagation decision of a node is independent from the neighbors' capacities. A rational node would propagate to either all of its neighbors or none of them.
Proof. Let a transaction T (with processing fee F ) is known by a node n, and its distance to the c T is k. The expected reward of node n can be defined as a function R(·) whose input corresponds to the capacities of the nodes who received T from n, then
We show that R(·) is a monotone function. In order to show that a function is monotone, it is enough to show that the sign of its derivative does not change in the domain range. For our case, it can be seen that the sign is independent of the input:
Since R(·) is a monotone function, then it achieves the maximum value at one of the boundary values. In our case, the boundary values are X = 0 where no neighbors received the transaction and X = π N n,T N K where all neighbors received it. Here, we omit the fact that π(·) is also a monotone function. Thereby, we can say that a rational node would maximize the profit by propagating to either all of its neighbors or none of them.
Lemma 3 states that a rational node decide to propagate to either all of his neighbors or none of them. This result simplifies to evaluate interfering multiple node decisions.
Lemma 4 (Propagation Lemma). Let a node n ∈ N
T K , N n,T N K = ∅ where the distance between n and c T is k. All neighbors of n will be aware of T if
Proof. Assume that some of the neighbors of n are not aware of T , i.e., N n,T N K = ∅. From Lemma 3, we know that n did not propagate the transaction to any of his neighbors. Therefore, at the moment, the only way that he profits from T is being the round leader with a reward f k [k] . Table 1 : Expected reward of n from T regarding possible decisions of n and the rest of N n,T K . Table 1 decide not to propagate with their neighbors, then n will benefit from propagating T in the case of
.
If (some participants in) N
n,T K decide to propagate T , then n will benefit from propagating T in the case of
and N CN 1 = ∅.
Note that N CN 1 = ∅ means that all the neighbors of n are also neighbors of N n,T K who decide to propagate. Therefore, in any case, if
is satisfied, then all neighbors of n will be aware of the transaction.
for some constant C ∈ (0, 1). N T K will continue to expand until there is no more node n ∈ N T K having neighbors in N T N K and satisfying π(n) < C · π(N n,T K ). Remark I. Here, it is possible to define different C k values for each distance k, i.e., f
. One might argue that, as the distance increases, it could be possible to find nodes satisfying
However, as seen in Section 5, this is not always the case. In addition, the intermediate node may not know the exact distance, thus using the same C value would make the decision simpler.
Remark II. Note that the propagation decision is based on N n,T K instead of N T K since the latter one may not be available. This could lead to better consequences for propagation because nodes may predict N T K greater than its actual size and decide accordingly. Nonetheless, a carefully chosen C value will lead the nodes to share it with an overwhelming probability.
Remark III. Being the round leader should be more appealing than being an intermediary node, thus the round leader would try to fulfill the round block capacity to maximize his profit. The system may not work in full capacity if the nodes gain the same reward from propagating instead of validating (as the round leader) transactions. In Corollary 5, the propagation condition is given as f
. We fix the condition in favor of the round leader:
Permanence condition. In the simultaneous move analysis, we investigated one step at a time, i.e., what will happen immediately after the decision of propagation. However, all possible future actions should be taken into account. For example, the sender of a transaction should consider possibility of the further propagation done by the receiver. From Lemma 3, capacities of the neighboring nodes does not have any influence on the sharing decision. Unless the processing fee share decreases, which is caused by some possible future actions like increased path length, the same lemma will be satisfied. If the share of a propagating node is non-decreasing with respect to the path length, then the ones who propagate will not suffer from any future actions. This can be formulated as
Fee Sharing Function
With the equations obtained from the required conditions, we can uniquely determine the fee sharing function and conclude Theorem 1. First, using per-manence condition (3), Sybil-proofness condition (1), can be reduced to f
Therefore, we can update the Sybil-proofness condition as:
Then, we can obtain the following equations:
and f
After all, we can finalize the fee sharing function which corresponds to Theorem 1. Using (2) and (5), the share of the round leader can be computed:
Using (5) and (6), the share of an intermediary node can be computed:
Discussion
Integration. Implementation of the incentive mechanism should take into account the security and efficiency concerns. The propagation path should be immutable in a way that an adversary cannot add or subtract any node neither in the propagation process nor during the block generation. At the same time, storage efficiency is also essential since these path logs are needed to be stored in the ledger by every node. Both existing incentive-compatible blockchain solutions adopted a signature chaining mechanism where each propagated message includes public key of the receiver and signature of the sender [22, 23] . This protocol prevents any manipulation over the path and thereby secures the shares of each contributors. It requires additional storage which is the signatures of the contributors. Although signature chaining solution requires the knowledge of the public key of the receiver and stores signatures of each sender, it is generic and can be applied to any blockchain. In Section 5, we present a novel and storage-efficient solution which is feasible for FLTB blockchains. It is embedded into routing mechanism and does not require the knowledge of the public keys of the neighboring nodes. Determining C parameter. C value plays an important role to make sure that there will be incentive to propagate a transaction for some nodes until it reaches to the whole network. On the one hand, as the choice for the C value increases, it will be easier to satisfy the propagation condition since there will be more chance to find nodes satisfying π(n) < C · π(N T K ). On the other hand, the higher C value, the lower fee remains for the rest of the propagation path. It significantly reduces the fee of the round leader, thereby the incentive. For these reasons, it is required to choose a moderate C value, e.g., a reasonable choice would be C = 2 Ncon where N con denotes default number of connections of a node. For example, in Bitcoin network where N con = 8, nodes will propagate unless they assume that their mining power is greater than 25% of the ones having the transaction. Even at the very beginning, at least N con nodes have the information, C = 2 Ncon setting would provide overwhelming probability to have nodes willing to propagate according to Corollary 5.
Client (0−capacity) nodes. The main goal of the propagation incentive mechanism is to make sure that the transactions are received by the nodes who are capable of validating transactions as well as creating blocks. For that reason, we mainly focused on the nodes having capacity greater than zero, i.e., π(·) > 0. Nevertheless, a client node can be seen as a potential capacity node because of the possible propagation of the client. Regarding Lemma 3 and permanence condition (3), a rational node, who decided to propagate, would benefit from propagating to the client nodes as well. At the same time, a client node will always benefit from propagating any transaction since otherwise it will not have any chance to gain a fee.
Decentralization effect. In the conventional permissionless blockchains, all rewards including block reward and transaction fees are given to the block owner. In other words, nodes have only one incentive to participate to the network: being round leader. The less chance individual participants have to be the round leader, the more they are motivated to join into centralized forms (e.g. mining pools) [31, 16] . Conversely, processing fee is shared with all propagators nodes. In addition, since many transactions are included in a single block, aiming processing fees of (some) transactions has significantly more chance than being the round leader. Thereby, it is reasonable to conclude that incentive mechanism would have positive impact on the decentralization of the permissionless blockchains.
Routing Mechanism
As a non-hierarchical peer-to-peer network, the blockchain ledger is validated by all participants individually. This requires to broadcast every data and blocks over the network since every node needs to keep record of the chain to validate new blocks. In existing permissionless blockchains, every transaction is broadcast throughout the network by the client, then the new block including (some of) these is constructed and broadcast by the round leader. Hence, each transaction is broadcast at least twice. Even more messages are send to check the neighbors' awareness on the transaction.
In Nakamoto-like consensus protocols, the round leader is validated simultaneously with his proposed block where the redundant propagation of the client is inevitable. In FLTB protocols, on the other hand, it is possible to validate the round leader before the block is proposed. It enables to determine a direct route between each client and the round leader. Our routing mechanism in Algorithm 1 finds the shortest paths between clients and the round leader for each round. Instead of sending each transaction to all nodes in the network, it is relayed over the shortest path between the client and the leader. The distance between (almost) any two nodes in a connected graph is dramatically smaller than the size of the network [24] . This is equivalent to cost reduction from O(N ) to O(ln N ) in a random network of size N [32, 33] .
Our protocol can be divided into two parts: Recognition Phase where the routes are determined and Transaction Phase where the transactions are propagated (see Figure 2) . First, in the recognition phase, the round leader is recognized throughout the network and his credential is propagated with a standard gossip protocol. Each node n i learns his closest node towards the round leader, gradient node (gn i ), who is the first node forwarding the credential. In the transaction phase, each client forwards his transaction to (some of) his neighbors. Then, each node, receiving a transaction for the first time, directly transmits to his gradient node. Here, the reason for clients to broadcast more than one neighbor is that one path could yield a single point of failure. It could be caused by the nodes who fail or maliciously censor some of the transactions. As presented in the experimental results, forwarding transaction to a few of the neighbors (precisely N con ) is sufficient. Note that, the routing mechanism works under asynchronous network assumptions since a client does not have to wait for all nodes but N con of his neighbors. Similarly, for an intermediary node, waiting for the first credential message is enough to propagate received transactions.
Locational privacy. There have been several papers investigating anonymity in the permissionless blockchain networks, especially for the Bitcoin network [34, 35, 36] . It is found out that matching public keys and IP addresses can be done by eavesdropping. In this manner, FLTB -based blockchains may exposed to DoS (denial-of-service) attacks against to the round leader. We want to stress that our routing mechanism does not leak any more locational information about the position of the leader other than the FLTB protocols do. It just takes advantage of the announcement of the leader which is done exactly in the same manner with the basic FLTB protocols. Therefore, our routing mechanism does not cause any additional vulnerabilities for DoS-like attacks against the round leader. Yet, it is possible to improve the locational privacy via anonymity phase where the message is first forwarded in a line of nodes, then diffused from there [37] . The extra cost of anonymity would be a few nodes on the line which is still proportional to the logarithmic size of the network.
Analysis
In order to simulate permissionless blockchain networks, Barabási-Albert (BA) [32] and Erdős-Rényi [33] graph models have been used (specifically for the Bitcoin) [38, 39] . In this manner, we combine both models for our simulation. We use Barabási-Albert (BA) model [32] for our blockchain graph which simulates peer discovery in a peer-to-peer network. It starts with a well-connected small graph and each new node is connected to some of the previous nodes with a probability proportional to their degrees. We start with 50 nodes in Erdős-Rényi model [33] with edge probability of 1/2, meaning that on average each node has 25 connections. Then, each new node is added by connecting with N con nodes in the network. For each (N, N con ) pair analyzed, we generated 1000 different graphs with 100 transactions using Python graph library [40] .
Bandwidth gain. In [41] , the average shortest path length between any two nodes, i.e., the average path length, of a BA graph is shown to be in the order of Table 2 ), which can be verified by counting the average number of nodes visited per transaction. Here, we assume that the first arriving credential is coming from the node which is closest to the leader with respect to the number of nodes in between. In other words, the delay between any two nodes is computed by the node-distance.
Flooding. In Table 2 , we count only one redundant communication for each information. Even more redundancy is caused by the flooding of each information because the same information is received from different neighboring nodes. In other words, the total redundancy is not N , but on average N con · N . This additional redundancy is already reduced by the sending the hash of the information to check whether the neighbor has it or not. However, if the size of the information is relative to hash, then the cost of a broadcasting would be significantly more than double of the network size. To conclude, since our mechanism does not suffer from the flooding effect, the actual communication gain would be much higher than the result in Table 2 . Failing transmissions. Since each transaction is propagated among a small set of nodes, we need to take into account the possibility of propagation failure which can be caused by the nodes who fail or censor the transaction. The failure probability of a transaction can be approximated by 1
Ncon where h denotes the probability of a node in the network who fails or censors the transaction. Table 3 shows that the percentage of the failing transactions is nearly negligible and can be reduced even more by increasing the number of paths. 
Effective Message Propagation
In this section, we show how to deploy both of the incentive and routing mechanisms for any blockchain having a first-leader-then-block consensus protocol. At first glance, they seem to conflict with each other because the incentive mechanism is used to encourage propagation while the routing mechanism helps to reduce redundant propagation. We combine them in a way that rational nodes are encouraged to propagate only the transactions which are coming from the predefined paths of the routing mechanism. As demonstrated in Algorithm 2, we use the same infrastructure with the routing mechanism, and we include proofs of the intermediary nodes such that their contributions cannot be denied. Each transaction path is defined and secured by a path identifier which includes the public keys of the propagating nodes. Blocks consist of transactions as well as their path identifiers used to claim processing fee shares. In the recognition phase, each intermediary node conveys the leader credential and the path identifier. Incoming and outgoing path identifiers of a node n are denoted by IN n and OU T n , which are used to validate and secure the propagation path. The round leader produces the initial identifier, OU T = H(L r , P K ), and propagates to his neighbors. Each node n updates the identifier coming from the gradient node by OU T n = H(IN n , P K n ). This operation is done just for the gradient node (first one sending L r ), then updated identifier and the credential are forwarded to the neighbors. Nodes may ignore the subsequent identifiers except a client who stores the first N con ones for the transaction phase.
After the routing paths are determined, each client delivers the signed transaction and the incoming identifier to his N con neighbors. The first receiving nodes, check the signature, then add their public keys to the transaction and forward it to their gradient nodes. From that point, each intermediary node in the path first checks the validity of the path via the public keys included and his own identifier, then forwards the transaction including his public key to the gradient node.
Once transactions are received by the round leader, he includes the valid ones into the block. The block consists of the credential, hash of the previous block and valid transactions with their paths. Then, the block is propagated throughout the network. Incentive for block propagation. As a consequence of the incentive and routing mechanisms, intermediary nodes also have incentives to propagate the block since they share processing fees. Even more, the ones who are closer to the leader would have higher motivation since they probably gain from more transactions.
Storage efficiency. Any propagation incentive mechanism requires additional data storage than the data itself to keep track of the propagation path. Previous works having incentive [23, 22] utilize signature chains where each node signs the transaction and the public key of receiver. Therefore, additional to the transaction, the signature package of each propagating node is included. On the other hand, our solution with the path identification benefits from the recognition phase of the routing protocol, and its additional storage requirement is only the public keys of propagating nodes and a signature of the client. Since the ability to claim propagation reward and the validation of the path need to be available, our propagation mechanism demands minimal storage components.
Privacy of the intermediary nodes. Signature chains and the proposed path identifier yield direct connection between nodes network ID and their public keys. Unlike signature chains, our solution consists of two phases and the propagating nodes validate it by checking whether their input is preserved or not. This enables us to tackle the privacy issue by replacing plain public keys with commitments. Instead of directly including a public key, each node can obscure it in a simple commitment with a random number (CT i = H(P K i , R i )). All verifications can be handled with the commitments, while claiming propagation reward requires to reveal it. The commitment version uses the same network structure without compromising the identities of the nodes except clients and the round leader. The location of the round leader and clients will be known to their neighbors. They may need to update their key pairs or replace their connections for the next rounds.
Conclusion
In this work, we investigated two information propagation related problems of blockchains: incentive and bandwidth efficiency. We presented an incentive mechanism encouraging nodes to propagate messages, and a routing mechanism reducing the redundant communication cost.
We analyzed the necessary and sufficient conditions providing incentive to propagate messages as well as to deviate participants from introducing Sybil nodes. We studied different types of network topologies and we showed the impossibility result of the Sybil-proofness for 1-connected model. We formulated the incentive-compatible propagation mechanism, and proved that it obeys the rational behavior. We presented a new aspect of the consensus algorithms, namely first-leader-then-block protocols. We proposed a smart routing mechanism for these protocols, which reduces the redundant information propagation from the size of the network to the scale of average shortest path length. Finally, we combined both mechanisms in a compatible and efficient way.
Future work and open questions. In Section 3.4, we mentioned the parameter choice and possible outcomes of the incentive mechanism. Detailed effect of incentive model and parameter choice are left as a future work. Another open question is the effect of the incentive mechanism on the topology of the network. Nodes would benefit from increasing their connection to contribute more transaction propagations, i.e., it would increase the connectivity of the network. Using that result, a rigorous analysis on the choice of the C parameter can be done. Finally, there are open problems regarding the economics of the processing fee: analyzing the accuracy of the de facto formulas in the existing cryptocurrencies with respect to the cost of the propagation and validation and investigating the possible impacts of the sharing the fee like decentralization effect.
